Regeneration of breeding tubercles on zebrafish pectoral fins requires androgens and two waves of revascularization
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SUMMARY
Sexually dimorphic breeding tubercles (BTs) are keratinized epidermal structures that form clusters on the dorsal surface of the anterior rays of zebrafish male pectoral fins. BTs appear during sexual maturation and are maintained through regular shedding and renewal of the keratinized surface. Following pectoral fin amputation, BT clusters regenerate after the initiation of revascularization, but concomitantly with a second wave of angiogenesis. This second wave of regeneration forms a web-like blood vessel network that penetrates the supportive epidermis of BTs. Upon analyzing the effects of sex steroids and their inhibitors, we show that androgens induce and estrogens inhibit BT cluster formation in intact and regenerating pectoral fins. Androgen-induced BT formation in females is accompanied by the formation of a male-like blood vessel network. Treatment of females with both androgens and an angiogenesis inhibitor results in the formation of undersized BT clusters when compared with females treated with androgens alone. Overall, the growth and regeneration of large BTs requires a hormonal stimulus and the presence of an additional blood vessel network that is naturally found in males.
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INTRODUCTION
Breeding tubercles (BTs) are multicellular epidermal structures that often support a conical keratin cap (Wiley and Collette, 1970). In most teleosts, BTs are present only in males or are more developed in males than in females (Wiley and Collette, 1970). Although all BTs share the same structure, their size, shape, number and location can vary within and between species (Wiley and Collette, 1970). In Phoxinus, different morphotypes of BTs have been identified that, depending on location, appear isolated or grouped together to form clusters. In some species of Phoxinus, large BTs have been found to form clusters on the dorsal surface of the central to more anterior pectoral fin rays (Chen and Arratia, 1996). In addition, isolated BTs have been observed in various areas, including the head, body and fins (Chen and Arratia, 1996).

Since BTs are present on multiple areas of contact between males and females, they are believed to serve various roles, such as maintaining body contact during spawning or as a fitness indicator during sexual selection (Wiley and Collette, 1970; Kortet et al., 2003). Other suggested roles include defense against mechanical injury, microorganisms and parasites. BTs have also been implicated in the protection of nests and territories (Ahnelt and Keckeis, 1994; Chen and Arratia, 1996; Kortet et al., 2003). In some species, an increase in the number and size of BTs is correlated with a higher level of aggressive behavior. It has been speculated that an increase in dominance occurs along with the presence of larger and more numerous BTs, both of which are correlated with high circulating concentrations of androgens (Kortet et al., 2004; Borg, 1994; Kortet et al., 2003). Androgens have been shown to induce the formation of BTs (Ramaswami and Hasler, 1955; Egami, 1954; Arai, 1967; Wiley and Collette, 1970). In addition, a reduction in testosterone following castration results in the regression of BTs in medaka (Nagata, 1934; Yamamoto and Egami, 1974). Overall, there appears to be a correlation between the presence of androgens and the development of BTs in many fish species.

Vascularization of large BTs has been observed in some fish species (Wiley and Collette, 1970). Although not experimentally tested, blood vessels are suggested to play a role in the maintenance of BTs in these species during long periods of spawning (Wiley and Collette, 1970). Recently, studies performed in human endothelial cell culture and in mice suggested that androgens have sex-specific pro-angiogenic effects (Sieveking et al., 2010). More specifically, androgens, acting through the androgen receptor (AR), increase the downstream expression of genes that promote processes related to angiogenesis, such as migration and proliferation (Death et al., 2004; Ng et al., 2003; Ruohola et al., 1999; Sieveking et al., 2010).

These studies indicate a correlation between the presence of BTs and androgens, and raise the interesting possibility that androgens in male teleosts stimulate angiogenesis, which is necessary for BT formation and maintenance. However, such a relationship has not yet been explored. In this report, we use two zebrafish transgenic lines, Tg(fli1a:EGFP) and Tg(KR21), to investigate the relationship between sex hormones, vascularization and the presence of BT clusters on the intact and regenerating pectoral fins of zebrafish. Using these transgenic lines, a second wave of blood vessel growth is observed in regenerating BTs. Furthermore, we show that androgens promote the formation of BTs and additional blood vessels in intact and regenerating fins. Inhibiting additional blood vessel formation reduces the ability of androgens to induce BT formation in females. We conclude that the growth of large BT clusters in intact and regenerating pectoral fins depends on the presence of androgens and the formation of a unique pattern of blood vessels.
RESULTS

BT distribution in male and female zebrafish

We first analyzed the distribution of BTs on adult (>6 months old) male and female zebrafish using Tg(KR21), an enhancer trap line that ubiquitously expresses the membrane-tagged fluorescent reporter killer red (KR) in the epidermis. Fluorescence in Tg(KR21) fish appears more intense in BTs (Fig. 1A-I), most likely because of the increased thickness caused by epidermal aggregates and/or the differential cellular distribution of the KR protein in BTs versus the rest of the epidermis. Longitudinal sections of Tg(KR21) pectoral fins show that KR expression in the superficial cones of BTs is localized only at the cell membrane. In the underlying epidermis, KR appears to be distributed equally between the Golgi, where it is synthesized, and the cell membrane (data not shown). The intracellular distribution pattern of KR between the Golgi apparatus and the cell membrane is consistent with that in other transgenic lines using the same membrane-tagged KR (Korzh et al., 2011).

Using Tg(KR21) zebrafish, we observed that BTs are present in both sexes, but are more prominent in males. Both sexes display a small cluster and a single row of BTs on each side of the head and isolated BTs on the ventral surface of the head (supplementary material Fig. S1). The presence of BTs on the dorsal surface of the head, barbels, and along the fin rays of the dorsal, anal, and pelvic fins in males is sexually dimorphic (Fig. 1; supplementary material Fig. S1). On male pectoral fins, isolated BTs are observed from the second branching point to the distal tip of the second to fifth/sixth fin rays and along the entire anteriormost ray (fin ray 1 being the most anterior and ray 11 the most posterior) (Fig. 1A-C). In addition, male zebrafish display BT clusters along the dorsal surface of the second to fifth/sixth pectoral fin rays (Fig. 1A-F; supplementary material Fig. S1A). We verified that only males, identified by the presence of testes upon dissection, had BT clusters on their pectoral fins (n=13). The length of these clusters is proportional to the length of the ray, with the longest clusters on the third to fifth rays and the shortest clusters on the second and sixth rays (Fig. 1A-J). Long fin mutants, named after their long fin rays, possess longer BT clusters than wild types (supplementary material Fig. S1C). Individual BTs within each cluster are conical, and have a single pointed tip with a broad base (Fig. 1G-I). Although these BTs are larger, their morphology is similar to isolated BTs elsewhere on zebrafish (Fig. 1A-F; supplementary material Fig. S1D-R). We focused our analysis on the pectoral fin BT clusters.
Pectoral fin BT cluster development in male zebrafish

The earliest developmental stage at which pectoral BT clusters appear in male zebrafish is 1.3 cm standard length and at least 2.5 months old \( n = 122 \); supplementary material Fig. S2), which correlates with sexual maturation (Westerfield, 2000). Random sampling of fish of 2.5 months to 1 year indicates that BTs develop progressively over time. In the earliest stages, a single line of small BTs is observed along the fin rays. Afterwards, a cluster of small BTs develops that progressively enlarges over time (supplementary material Fig. S2).

Pectoral fin BT clusters are epidermal structures covered with a renewable keratin cap

BT structure was analyzed on pectoral fin transverse sections. The superficial cap of BTs is conical in shape with a hollow center (Fig. 1K-M) and is made of keratin, as shown in red following Mallory staining (Fig. 1K). These caps are not stained following Picrosirius Red staining, indicating the absence of collagen (Fig. 1L). Underlying each keratin cap is a raised, supportive epidermis that consists of small aggregates of epidermal cells that are stained blue by Mallory staining (Fig. 1K). More specifically, the epidermis stains light blue along the base and progressively darkens as the keratinization process continues upwards. Progressive darkening in Mallory stains has been suggested to reflect epidermal differentiation during the process of keratinization (Wiley and Collette, 1970). Furthermore, the last two layers of epidermal cells are hypertrophied, probably owing to the large keratin content. In addition, nuclei in the epidermis, as shown by DAPI staining, are displaced towards the basal surface of each cell (Fig. 1M).

Interestingly, the outer keratin cap of each cluster is periodically shed, but males in our fish facility always have BT clusters on their pectoral fins (Fig. 1N,N’). Thus, it is likely that the second keratin-containing cell layer replaces the outer keratin cap once it is shed. Cell proliferation analysis by proliferating cell nuclear antigen (Pena) immunohistochemistry indicates that only cells in the deepest layers of the epidermis are proliferating (Fig. 1O). The more superficial cells do not proliferate (Fig. 1O). This profile suggests that BT formation involves the proliferation of progenitors within the deepest layers of the epidermis. As these cells progress towards

Fig. 1. Characterization of male zebrafish pectoral fin BTs.

(A-F) Brightfield and fluorescent (red) images of BTs (indicated by blue arrowheads in D and lines in A) on Tg(KR21) male pectoral fins. (B,C) Isolated BTs on fin ray 1 (inset in B) and on the distal tips (green arrowhead in B, black arrowheads in C) of rays 2-6. (D-F) Higher magnifications of A-C. (G-I) DIC images with confocal acquisition of Tg(KR21) BTs. (G) DIC image of BTs. (H) Red fluorescent image of BTs. (I) Merged image of G and H. (J) Length of the BT cluster correlates with the length of the fin ray. Error bars indicate s.d. (K) Mallory stains on a transverse section of a BT keratinized cap (red) and underlying epidermis (blue). (L) Picrosirius Red stain indicates that there is no collagen in BTs. (M) Nuclei are present in all epidermal layers, including the keratin cap of BTs (DAPI stain). (L,M) A second keratin layer is observed underneath the most superficial keratin layer (pink arrowheads). (N,N’) Shed BT clusters (orange arrowhead; magnified in N’) alongside an embryo. (O) PcnA immunohistochemistry (red) and DAPI staining (blue/white) on longitudinal sections indicates epidermal proliferation. N, hemiray. Scale bars: 200 μm in A-C; 100 μm in D-F; 25 μm in G-I,K-M; 500 μm in N,N’; 50 μm in O.
the upper layers, they exit the cell cycle and differentiate into keratin-producing cells.

**BT clusters possess a secondary blood vessel network**

Examination of blood vessel networks in *Tg(fli1a:EGFP)* fish, which express EGFP in all endothelial cells (Lawson and Weinstein, 2002), reveals a qualitative increase in vascularization in regions of pectoral fins containing BTs in males as compared with females (Fig. 2).

The overall fin vasculature in females is similar to that described in caudal fins (Huang et al., 2003). One artery runs down the center of each ray and two veins run along the external border of the rays. Within and between rays, intervessel commissures and interray vessels connect the arteries to veins and veins to veins, respectively (Fig. 2A-C,G-I).

In males, regions of pectoral fins devoid of BTs present a vasculature similar to that of females (Fig. 2D). By contrast, BT clusters are highly vascularized (Fig. 2D-L,P-R). Confocal analysis of *Tg(fli1a:EGFP)* male pectoral fin longitudinal sections reveals a web of blood vessels that overlies the artery and intervessel commissures/interray vessels and penetrates into the epidermis of BT clusters (Fig. 2P-R). Longitudinal sections through the most proximal portion of the male pectoral fin suggests that these additional vessels are derived from the central blood vessels between the two hemirays (supplementary material Fig. S3). Upon reaching the epidermis, the vessel travels in parallel to the hemirays, periodically forming connections with the central blood vessels (supplementary material Fig. S3). In females, no vessels are observed in the epidermis overlying the fin rays (Fig. 2M-O).

**Pectoral fin BT and blood vessel regeneration**

To investigate the regenerative properties of BTs, pectoral fins of males (*n*=15) and females (*n*=15) were amputated and regeneration was observed for 15 days post-amputation (dpa) (Fig. 3). Following amputation, BTs are progressively re-established in a proximal-to-
distal manner over the regenerating tissue. A keratin layer first appears in the regenerate adjacent to the stump between 4 and 5 dpa (Fig. 3C,D). Concomitantly, the underlying epidermis progressively thickens (Fig. 3C-E) and regenerating BTs reacquire a mature structure with keratin caps and a tooth-like shape by 7 dpa (Fig. 3E). By contrast, the female 7-dpa pectoral fin regenerate is not keratinized and the epidermis appears thinner than in males (Fig. 3F). Furthermore, PAS staining of regenerating and intact female pectoral fins reveals goblet cells along the dorsal and ventral surfaces. Goblet cells are not observed in male fins containing mature or regenerating BTs (supplementary material Fig. S4). In over half the fish examined (19 out of 30), BT clusters of 15-dpa regenerating fins appear on both the dorsal and ventral sides (Fig. 5J; supplementary material Fig. S5O,S,W). The other 11 pectoral fins reformed BTs on only the dorsal surface of the rays.

Using Tg(fli1a:EGFP) zebrafish, we examined BT regeneration in relation to pectoral fin revascularization. In all female fin rays (n=8) and male posterior fin rays (n=8), blood vessel regeneration follows a pattern previously observed in caudal fins (Fig. 4Aa-h,Ba-h,Da-h) (Huang et al., 2003). By contrast, initial plexus formation in the male anterior fin rays appears irregular in shape and is delayed at 3 dpa (Fig. 4Ab,Cb). From 5 dpa onwards, there is a proximal-to-distal increase in fluorescence underneath newly forming BTs (Fig. 4Cd-h). Confocal analysis of longitudinal sections of Tg(fli1a:EGFP) female (n=4) and male (n=4) anterior pectoral fin regenerates from 4-8 dpa revealed that the increase in fluorescence in males is due to a second wave of blood vessel regeneration (Fig. 5). In females, blood vessels regenerate between the two hemirays (Fig. 5A,C,E,G,I). The same blood vessel pattern is initially observed in males at 4 dpa (Fig. 4Cb,c, Fig. 5B). However, by 5 dpa, a second wave of blood vessel regeneration is observed along the base of newly forming BTs (Fig. 5D). As BT regeneration proceeds, blood vessels grow in a proximal-to-distal fashion along the base of the epidermis, reforming the original web of blood vessels (Fig. 2P, Fig. 5H,J). Furthermore, new vessels periodically sprout from the central blood vessels between hemirays and connect to vessels in the epidermis (Fig. 5D,F). Blood cells were often observed in the stump (Fig. 3C) and in the regenerate underneath new and forming BTs (Fig. 3E). Overall, our data suggest that BT regeneration begins following the initial wave of blood vessel regeneration, but occurs simultaneously with a second wave of neo-angiogenesis.

**Androgen treatment induces BT formation in intact and regenerating fins**

BT development on male pectoral fins coincides with sexual maturation, indicating a potential hormonal contribution. We investigated the role of steroid hormones in BT cluster formation in intact and regenerating adult pectoral fins. In the following experiments, the right pectoral fin of males and females is amputated at the center of the BT cluster and at the corresponding level, respectively. The left pectoral fin is left intact.

To investigate the role of androgens in BT formation, adult males and females (>4 months old) were treated for 15 days [days of treatment (dot)] with testosterone (T) (1 μg/l) (n=6 males and 6 females). T-treated males possess BTs that are larger in intact and regenerating fins than in untreated males (Fig. 6A,B; supplementary material Fig. S6). In addition, four out of six regenerating fins developed BTs on both sides of the ray by 15 dpa (supplementary material Fig. S6B). In females, T induces BT cluster formation on both intact fins and stumps of regenerating fins after 4 dot (supplementary material Fig. S7A,B). By 6 dot, immature BTs are observed on the regenerating tissue (n=6; supplementary material Fig. S7F). These BT clusters continue to enlarge until treatments are suspended after 15 days, when BTs appear similar to those of untreated males (Fig. 6C,D; supplementary material Fig. S7). Ethanol (0.000033%) treatments alone do not affect BT formation or regeneration (n=6 males and 6 females; Fig. 6E-H).

Treatments for 23 days with flutamide (2 mg/l), an AR antagonist (Peets et al., 1974), does not affect intact and regenerating female fins (n=6; Fig. 6K,L). Treating males with flutamide reduces the size of BT clusters in intact fins and the stump after 14 dot (n=6; supplementary material Fig. S5B,F,J). Since no BTs are observed in
regenerates after 14 days (supplementary material Fig. S5D,H,L), treatments were continued to ensure that the lack of BTs was not the result of a delay in regeneration (Fig. 6I-L). At 23 dot, only a few, small BTs are observed in the regenerate close to the stump in only one of two males examined (Fig. 6I) and BTs on the intact fin appear reduced (Fig. 6J). Ethanol treatments alone (n = 6 males and 6 females treated with 0.000042% ethanol) appear similar to system water controls (Fig. 6E-H).

To exclude the possibility that the above effects are the result of aromatization of T into 17β-estradiol (E2), females (n = 12) were treated with 5α-dihydrotestosterone (DHT) (1 μg/l), a non-aromatizable androgen that binds to ARs (Goldstein and Wilson, 1972; Hillier et al., 1980). Similar to T, DHT induces BT formation in both intact and regenerate stumps of female pectoral fins after 4 dot (data not shown). BTs are initially observed on fin regenerates after 6 dot (data not shown). These BTs continue to enlarge until the cessation of treatments after 15 days (Fig. 6O,P). Similar to T treatment, BTs in DHT-treated males are slightly larger than untreated BTs and all regenerating fins possess clusters that cover both sides of the ray (Fig. 6M,N; supplementary material Fig. S6).

In two out of six males examined, the anterior rays in the pectoral fins failed to regenerate. This regeneration failure is similar to that described recently (Nachtrab et al., 2011). Mallory staining of 15-day T- and DHT-treated fins indicates that keratinized BTs are present on all fins except the caudal fin (data not shown).

To further test the effect of T aromatization on BT formation, males and females were treated with fadrozole (50 μg/l), an aromatase inhibitor. As expected, fadrozole does not affect males (n=6; Fig. 6Q,R). However, BTs are observed in fadrozole-treated females (n=7) after 7 (3/7), 10 (4/7) and 14 (7/7) dot in the intact fin (Fig. 6T). Similarly, BTs are observed at 7 (3/7) and 10 (7/7) dot in fadrozole-treated female fin regenerates (Fig. 6S).

Following cessation of treatments with fadrozole, females were kept in system water to determine whether BT clusters disappear. Fifty-eight days after the cessation of treatments [days post-treatment (dpt)], BT clusters are completely absent in all females (4/4; Fig. 7G-L). Similarly, DHT-treated females display highly reduced BTs that are barely visible at 88 dpt (4/4; Fig. 7G-L). Altogether, our data suggest that pectoral fin BT cluster development and maintenance depend on the presence of androgens acting through the AR. Interestingly, qRT-PCR data indicate approximately equal levels of ar mRNA in untreated male and female pectoral fins (supplementary material Fig. S8).

We next investigated the effects of estrogens on BT formation. Males and females were treated with E2 (1 μg/l), which binds to all zebrafish estrogen receptors (Menuet et al., 2004). After 16 dot, no changes are observed in the intact and regenerating female pectoral fins (n=6; Fig. 6U). By contrast, after 16 dot BTs do not form in the male pectoral fin regenerates (n=6; Fig. 6U). Additionally, BT clusters on the male intact fin and stump appear smaller (Fig. 6U,V). After 18 and 21 dot BTs are still absent in the male fin regenerate (supplementary material Fig. S5N,P,R,T,V,W,X). Although there is a variable delay in regeneration, these fins are able to regenerate to the point at which

---

**Fig. 4. Male and female Tg(fli1a:EGFP) blood vessel regeneration.** (Aa-h, Ba-h, Da-h) Blood vessel regeneration follows similar patterns in the female (A,B) and posterior (D) male rays. (Ca-h) Plexus formation (Ct) is delayed in the male anterior ray compared with females (Ab) and appears irregular in shape. (Cd-h) At 5 dpa, a second wave of neo-angiogenesis occurs underneath new BT formation in the male anterior ray and proceeds in a proximal-to-distal manner (red arrowheads). Anterior, fin ray 4; posterior, fin ray 7. White lines indicate the plane of amputation. Scale bars: 100 μm.
BTs should be observed. These treatments are also lethal in 50% of male fish by 7 dot (n=6). Ethanol (0.000033%) treatments alone (n=6 males and 6 females) appear similar to system water controls (Fig. 6E-H; supplementary material Fig. S5M,O,S,U,W). Overall, our data suggest that androgens induce whereas estrogens inhibit BT formation in zebrafish.

**Androgen treatment induces blood vessel growth and BT cluster formation in the anterior rays of female pectoral fins**

To investigate the relationship between blood vessels and BT formation, Tg(fli1a:EGFP) female pectoral fin vascularization was examined during androgen treatments. Following 14 dot with T (1

**Fig. 6. Androgens induce and estrogens inhibit pectoral fin BT formation.** BTs are observed in male regenerate and intact fins treated with testosterone (T) (1 μg/l) (A,B), 5α-dihydrotestosterone (DHT) (1 μg/l) (M,N) and fadrozole (50 μg/l) (Q,R). Treatment with testosterone (T) (1 μg/l) (C,D), 5α-dihydrotestosterone (DHT) (1 μg/l) (O,P) and fadrozole (50 μg/l) (S,T) for 15 days induces BT formation in the regenerating and intact female fin. Flutamide treatment (2 mg/l) (23 dot) (U) and 17β-estradiol (E2) (1 μg/l) (16 dot) (U,V) inhibit and reduce BT formation in the male regenerate and intact fin, respectively. Flutamide (K,L) and E2 (W,X) treatments do not affect females. Controls (E-H). dot, days of treatment. Scale bar: 100 μm.
µg/l or DHT (1 µg/l), all female intact (n=6) and regenerating (n=6) rays develop a male-like blood vessel pattern in the region of BT formation (Fig. 8A-F,I,J,P,T). Further analysis of longitudinal sections (n=12) of Tg(fli1a:EGFP) T-treated female intact and regenerating pectoral fins confirmed that T-induced BT formation occurs in conjunction with neo-angiogenesis (Fig. 8B′,D′; supplementary material Fig. S7). More specifically, in T-treated females, BT cluster formation occurs after 4 dot and vascularization is observed along the epidermis by 5 dot (supplementary material Fig. S7A,C). In T-treated female fin regenerates, blood vessel regeneration occurs in two waves, as observed in males: the central blood vessels regenerate first, followed by the vascularization of maturing BTs (supplementary material Fig. S7B,D,F,H,J). Interestingly, male pectoral fin regenerates (n=6) treated for 14 days with flutamide (2 mg/l) are devoid of BTs (supplementary material Fig. S5D,H,L), have a female-like blood vessel network (Fig. 8G,H) and no second wave of neo-angiogenesis.

Endothelial and epidermal cells proliferate upon testosterone treatment

To examine changes in cell proliferation that are associated with BT formation in T-treated females, double fluorescence immunohistochemistry for Pcna and EGFP was performed on intact pectoral fins of 5-day T-treated Tg(fli1a:EGFP) females. Anterior rays of untreated female pectoral fins show a few proliferating cells in the epidermis (Fig. 9A). However, similar to untreated males, cells in the deepest layers of the epidermis are proliferating in 5-day T-treated females (Fig. 1L, Fig. 9B,C). Furthermore, endothelial cells between the hemirays of 5-day T-treated females are proliferating, suggesting a potential origin for the blood vessels that vascularize these BTs (Fig. 9C).

BT cluster formation depends on the development of an additional blood vessel network

To determine whether an additional blood vessel network is required for BT formation, Tg(KR21; fli1a:EGFP) females were treated with T (1 µg/l) and PTK787 (500 nM), an inhibitor of vascular endothelial growth factor receptor tyrosine kinases that effectively inhibits regenerative angiogenesis in the zebrafish caudal fin (Wood et al., 2000; Bayliss et al., 2006). Immediately following pectoral fin amputation, PTK787 treatments were initiated. Females were treated for 2 days with PTK787 prior to T treatment to ensure that PTK787 had time to take effect. At 6 dpa, a single row of BTs is observed on PTK787/T-treated female intact fins and the stump of regenerating pectoral fins. No BTs are visible in the regenerate (Fig. 10Aa-Ca; supplementary material Fig. S9Aa,Ba). At 8 dpa, isolated BTs are observed on PTK787/T-treated fin regenerates (Fig. 10Ea,Fa; supplementary material Fig. S9Ca,Da). At 14 dpa, a small BT cluster has formed in the proximal PTK787/T-treated fin regenerate (Fig. 10Ga,Ha; supplementary material Fig. S9Ea). In contrast to PTK787/T-treated females, T-treated females (4 dot) quickly...
In males, sexually dimorphic BTs appear on all fins except the caudal fin, with the largest BT clusters occurring along the anterior pectoral fin rays. These BT clusters are present all year round, which is consistent with studies in *Oryzias latipes* (medaka) (Okada and Yamashita, 1944; Yamamoto and Egami, 1974). However, this observation contrasts with previous studies of BTs in other species such as *Carassius auratus* (goldfish), *Pimephales promelas* (fathead minnow), *Stenodus leucichthys* (freshwater whitefish) and *Osmeridae* (smelt), which have BTs that appear before the spawning season and gradually disappear over time (Smith, 1978; Berg, 1948; Wiley and Collette, 1970). These authors suggest that the presence of BTs depends on temperature, light and breeding season. We observed the persistent presence of BTs in zebrafish that were kept at a constant temperature of 28.5°C with a photoperiod of 14 hours of light and 10 hours of darkness (Westefield, 1995). Since temperature, light cycles and nutrition are variable in the natural habitat of zebrafish (Spence et al., 2008), it is possible that wild zebrafish lose BTs when seasons change. Furthermore, wild zebrafish breed between April and August (Engeszer et al., 2007), whereas zebrafish in captivity mate all year round. The function of BTs in zebrafish is still unknown, but previous studies in other species have implicated these structures in the maintenance of body contact during spawning (Kortet et al., 2003; Wiley and Collette, 1970). If BTs are necessary for zebrafish mating, their constant presence on the dorsal surface of pectoral fins might be necessary for year-round breeding in laboratory facilities. However, the requirement for BTs during breeding in zebrafish has yet to be determined.

Despite the fact that pectoral fin BT clusters are consistently observed on laboratory zebrafish, the superficial keratin caps are regularly shed. The proliferation of cells in the deepest layers of the epidermis allows the continual production of new progenitors that differentiate and mature into keratin-producing cells and assures the efficient replacement of shedding keratin caps. To our knowledge, the mechanisms responsible for this renewal have not been described in any fish species.

Since BT clusters are large, it is suggested that blood vessels are required to efficiently form and maintain these structures over long periods of time. Initial examination of the male zebrafish pectoral fins revealed that BT clusters are highly vascularized. Analysis of BT regeneration in relation to blood vessel revascularization shows that BT formation correlates with a second wave of neo-angiogenesis in pectoral fin regenerates. This second wave is likely to derive from vessels set down in the first wave, which supports tissue regeneration. Thus, the delay in the first wave of blood vessel regeneration in males compared with females could be due to an added requirement of BT vascularization. Consequently, we suggest that the overall delay in male pectoral fin regeneration observed by Nachtrab et al. (Nachtrab et al., 2011) might result from BT cluster formation that limits the availability of factors (i.e. blood vessels) required for fin regeneration. Overall, these results indicate that BT cluster formation and growth may benefit from additional blood vessels, but this might be costly in terms of regeneration.

In other teleost species, the size, number and appearance of BTs correlate with circulating concentrations of androgens (Borg, 1994; Kortet et al., 2003). Furthermore, previous studies have shown that androgens induce whereas estrogens reduce the formation of BTs (Smith, 1974; Smith and Smith, 1986; Ramaswami and Hasler, 1955; Pawlowski et al., 2004). Here we show that androgens (T and DHT) and an aromatase inhibitor (fadrozole) induce the formation of BTs in both intact and regenerating pectoral fins of female zebrafish. Fadrozole can effectively decrease the serum levels of development.
E2, leading to differentially expressed estrogen-responsive genes and impaired ovarian development in female goldfish (Zhang et al., 2009). Similarly, fadrozole reduces the serum levels of E2 in female fathead minnows, whereas androgen serum levels remain stable (Ankley et al., 2002). Since E2 inhibits BT formation in the fin regenerate and reduces the appearance of BTs in intact fins, the presence of BTs in fadrozole-treated female zebrafish is likely to be the result of an absence of E2 inhibition, not of an increase in androgens. Although Ramaswami and Hasler (Ramaswami and Hasler, 1955) suggest that E2 does not prevent BT formation in developing male Hyborhynchus, it is possible that the effects of E2 treatments in the Ramaswami study are not sufficient to overcome androgen-induced BT formation in developing males. In support of our results, Miles-Richardson et al. (Miles-Richardson et al., 1999) found a significant reduction in BT size in male fathead minnows treated with E2.

Using flutamide, an AR antagonist (Peets et al., 1974), BT formation was inhibited and reduced in the fin regenerate and intact fins, respectively. A few small BTs were observed in the proximal regenerate in a single male after 21 dpt. Zebrafish treated with fadrozole reduces the serum levels of E2 in female fathead minnows, whereas androgen serum levels remain stable (Ankley et al., 2002). Since E2 inhibits BT formation in the fin regenerate and reduces the appearance of BTs in intact fins, the presence of BTs in fadrozole-treated female zebrafish is likely to be the result of an absence of E2 inhibition, not of an increase in androgens. Although Ramaswami and Hasler (Ramaswami and Hasler, 1955) suggest that E2 does not prevent BT formation in developing male Hyborhynchus, it is possible that the effects of E2 treatments in the Ramaswami study are not sufficient to overcome androgen-induced BT formation in developing males. In support of our results, Miles-Richardson et al. (Miles-Richardson et al., 1999) found a significant reduction in BT size in male fathead minnows treated with E2.

Using flutamide, an AR antagonist (Peets et al., 1974), BT formation was inhibited and reduced in the fin regenerate and intact fins, respectively. A few small BTs were observed in the proximal regenerate in a single male after 21 dpt. Zebrafish treated with
vinlozolin, another competitive AR inhibitor, upregulate ar transcription as a compensatory mechanism (Smolinsky et al., 2010). Therefore, the inability of flutamide to completely inhibit BT regeneration in all males might result from an increase in ar expression in response to treatments. Initial qRT-PCR experiments indicate that ar mRNA is not differentially expressed between untreated male and female intact pectoral fins, suggesting that ar expression levels do not naturally influence BT formation. We propose that endogenous levels of circulating androgens and estrogens may determine the presence or absence of BTs.

Androgen-treated females develop a male-like blood vessel network surrounding newly formed BTs. These new vessels are likely to originate from the proliferation of endothelial cells in the central vessels between the hemirays. Overall, these data are consistent with recent in vitro and in vivo mouse studies demonstrating the sex-specific pro-angiogenic effects of androgens in males (Sieveking et al., 2010). More specifically, in cell culture and in mice, androgens increase the expression of genes (Vegf and Vcam1) and promote processes related to angiogenesis (Death et al., 2004; Ruohola et al., 1999; Sieveking et al., 2010). Our data indicate that females treated with androgens experience the same pro-angiogenic effects, resulting in male-like vascularized BTs. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the increase in tissue thickness associated with BT growth might also play a role in the induction of angiogenesis. Furthermore, the absence of a second wave of blood vessel formation in flutamide-treated zebrafish is consistent with data that indicate that endothelial cell proliferation induced via androgens is reduced through the effects of flutamide (Williams et al., 2004). The absence of BTs in flutamide-treated males is likely to be due to the general inhibition of the AR and/or the absence of a second wave of blood vessel growth. Overall, the presence and absence of the vascularized BT clusters upon androgen and flutamide treatments, respectively, suggest that additional vascularization in untreated males and androgen-treated females is required for BT formation.

The angiogenesis inhibitor PTK787 (Wood et al., 2000) successfully inhibited neo-angiogenesis and reduced BT growth in intact and regenerating pectoral fins of T-treated females. Previous data indicate that regeneration can occur up to 1 mm from an intact blood supply (Bayliss et al., 2006). Therefore, although treatment with both PTK787 and T did not completely inhibit BT formation, we suggest that the blood vessels already present in the intact fin and stump of females are sufficient to allow the formation of undersized BT clusters. However, when exogenous androgens are provided, the rapid growth of large BT clusters in intact and regenerate fins depends on the induction of a blood vessel network similar to that observed naturally in males.
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